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I N THE S EA

A small fish hides in a coral reef.
Nearby, a sea snake swims. The snake
pokes its head in the reef’s cracks and
holes. It’s getting closer and closer to
the fish. Soon, it pokes its head in the
fish’s hole. Quickly, the snake grabs
the fish and injects venom with its
fangs. It waits for the squirming fish
to go still. Then the snake eats it and
swims on.
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Sea Snake Bodies
Sea snakes swim in some of the world’s
oceans. There are more than 50 kinds of
them. They spend their lives at sea. They
have long, narrow bodies. Their tails are
flattened like a paddle. This shape helps
them swim quickly.
Sea snakes come in many colors and
patterns. Colors include black, brown,
and yellow. Most have patterns of colored
bands. Each type looks different.

COMPARING
LENGTHS
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olive sea snake
yellow-bellied sea snake
turtle-headed sea snake
dusky sea snake
feet

up to 6.6 feet (2 meters)
up to 3.7 feet (1.1 m)
up to 3.4 feet (1 m)
up to 3 feet (.9 m)
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Breathing
Sea snakes breathe through nostrils.
To breathe, the snakes swim to the
water’s surface. The nostrils close up
when they dive back down. Water
cannot get in. While they swim, the
snakes’ skin takes in oxygen from
the water. This action lets them stay
underwater longer.
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Barnacles often stick onto sea snake skin.
Sea snakes shed their skin often to get
rid of them.

